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We, Suprema Inc, here by, certify that Suprema’s fingerprint terminals extract the
fingerprint data points from the raw image and create a template from this data
and don't keep the raw image in the device. In order to secure this template,
cryptographic

tools

and

encryption

methods

are

used

such

as 256bit

AES encryption making it very difficult to access the necessary data to reverse
engineer the process. The ability to reduplicate the original image and prove the
identity via a fingerprint expert is not possible.
Even in case of some privacy concerns even from those with full knowledge of
biometrics, there is an alternative; “template-on-card” keeps all information on the card
itself. With template-on-card, all the information (data) remains on the card. There is no
database with people’s individual data or their biometrics. Your card with your personal
data goes with you, keeping it in your control. BioStation Mifare, BioEntry Plus Mifare
and BioLite Net featuring 13.56MHz RFID technology to eliminate the difficulty of
template management and privacy concern by storing a biometric data on a Mifare
smart card. In a template on card operation, BioStation, BioEntry Plus Mifare and
BioLite Net don’t store an user's fingerprint data into its internal memory but on a smart
card. Access is granted when a fingerprint of a card holder is verified success with the
template on the card. This eliminates privacy concern of leaving fingerprint data on a
device while removing the limit in the number of users.
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